
August 30, 2004

Mr. Glenn Archinoff
ACR Licensing Manager
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL) Technology, Inc.
481 North Frederick Avenue, Suite 405
Gaithersburg, MD  20877

SUBJECT: NRC STAFF COMMENTS COMPARING INFORMATION IN AECL REPORT
1018US-03510-LS-001 REV. 0 “SAFETY ANALYSIS CODE VALIDATION
METHODOLOGY” TO DG-1120

Dear Mr. Archinoff:

In a meeting with AECL on July 15, 2004, at the AECL offices at Sheridan Park, Ontario,
Canada, AECL representatives requested that the NRC staff provide comments on a report
108US-03510-LS-001 Rev. 0 “Safety Analysis Code Validation Methodology.”  This report
provides a comparison of what has been done to document and validate the safety analyses
computer codes that will be used for the ACR-700 with the recommendations of Draft
Regulatory Guide, DG-1120, “Transient and Accident Methods.”  The NRC staff had informed
AECL earlier that we will review the transient and accident computer codes in the safety
analyses of ACR-700 in accordance with DG-1120.

Our comments are enclosed.  No response is required; however, AECL will be expected to give
consideration to these comments in responding to the RAIs sent during the pre-application
review for FT#3.  If you have any questions or comments concerning this matter, you may
contact the undersigned at (301) 415-4125 or jsk@nrc.gov. 

Sincerely,

/RA/

James Kim, Project Manager
New Reactors Section
New, Research and Test Reactors Program
Division of Regulatory Improvement Programs
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Project No. 722

Enclosure: As stated

cc:  See next page
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NRC Staff Comments Comparing Information in 
AECL report 108US-03510-LS-001 Rev. 0 

“Safety Analysis Code Validation Methodology”
to DG-1120

DG-1120 describes seven types of documentation to cover the elements of the evaluation
model development and assessment process (EMDAP):

1. Evaluation Model requirements
2. Evaluation Model methodology
3. Code description manuals
4. User manuals and user guidelines
5. Scaling reports
6. Assessment reports
7. Uncertainty analysis reports

In the following discussions we compare the information in report 108US-03510-LS-001 to the
report material recommended in DG-1120.

1. Evaluation model requirements

To address the reporting recommendations of DG-1120, AECL references report 108US-
03500-TBD-001 “Technical Basis Document [TBD], Technical Basis for the Validation of
Computer Programs Used for Safety Analysis of the ACR Design.”  The TBD lists transients
and accidents which will be evaluated for the ACR.  The TBD does not specify which analyses
will be performed by the various computer codes so that the NRC staff will know, for example,
which type of analysis we should review for CATHENA and the neutronic codes WIMS,
DRAGON and RFSP.  For each type of transient or accident to be analyzed, all the safety
analyses codes (be it thermal/hydraulic or neutronic) to be used should be listed and their
interrelationship explained.

The DG emphasizes the importance of phenomena identification and ranking table (PIRT) in
deciding whether a particular evaluation model feature should be modified before the evaluation
model can be applied with confidence.  So far AECL has performed PIRTs for large break loss-
of-coolant accidents (LBLOCA) and single channel severe flow blockage.  PIRTs appropriate
for all transients and accidents for which AECL needs code review and approval by the NRC
staff should be provided.

AECL has developed validation matrixes (VMs) for transients and accidents which are similar to
PIRTs.  The VM process does not appear to be as comprehensive as the PIRT process.  For
example, in comparing the AECL’s PIRT for a stagnation LOCA with the VM for large a LOCA,
the following highly ranked thermal/hydraulic processes are identified in the PIRT which are
missing from the VM.

� Injection tank pressure, level and flow
� emergency coolant injection (ECI) valve flow, pressure drop
� ECI piping flow, pressure drop
� Large header interconnect refill, flow, pressure drop
� Rupture disc opening, flow, pressure drop
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� Sump level, flow
� Debris screen flow, pressure drop
� Long term cooling valves opening, pressure drop
� Reserve tank level
� Inlet header flow regime, gravity driven flow, flow reversal
� Outlet header flow and flow reversals
� Feeder stored energy release, flashing, flow regime, flow pressure drop, flow reversal
� Pump suction piping/steam generator outlet plenum flashing
� Fuel Channel end fitting flashing, flow, pressure drop, flow reversal
� Fuel bundle deformation, decay heating, fission heating, end power peaking, flow regime,

entrainment, de-entrainment, flow, pressure drop, flow reversal, multi-dimensional flow,
flow stagnation

� Main Steam Line/Header flow
� Main steam isolation valve (MSIV) flow
� Containment flow - gravity driven (draining)

The transient and accident computer codes (both thermal/hydraulic and neutronic) will need to
be shown to adequately model all high or medium ranked processes in the PIRT.  The AECL
PIRT for a stagnation header break of an ACR-700 inlet header is somewhat different from the
PIRT for the same break by the NRC staff panel.  The differences between the two will need to
be reconciled.

In the case of the CATHENA code, the NRC staff reviewed report RC-2240 “Validation Plan for
CATHENA Mod-3.5.”  The report presents the CATHENA VM which lists 23 thermal/hydraulic
phenomena for 7 types of events: large LOCA, LOCA without emergency core cooling (ECC),
small LOCA, loss of flow, loss of reactivity control, loss of feedwater, and steam line break. 
AECL needs to address all the types of safety analysis which will be analyzed using the
thermal/hydraulic code CATHENA and the neutronic codes WIMS, DRAGON and RFSP for the
ACR-700. 

The VM omits certain events that are required to be evaluated by Chapter 15 of the standard
review plan (SRP).  For example, turbine trip, locked coolant pump shaft and feedwater line
break are missing.  If these events are to be evaluated using CATHENA, the processes and
phenomena that might occur should be investigated using the PIRT process.  The same logic
applies to the neutronic codes in regard to evaluating chapter 15 events.

The VM provided in RC-2240 included evaluation of “Steam Line Break.”  The evaluation is not
extended to the component level.  For example, steam generator (SG) heat transfer, level swell
and SG performance are not included.  These should be considered in performing the PIRT for
this type of accident.

The VM in RC-2240 includes evaluation of loss of flow (LOF).  The evaluation is not extended
to the component level.  For example, such an event might cause reactor system
overpressurization.  Pressurizer performance is not included.  Reactor system safety valve
performance is not included.  These should be considered in performing the PIRT for this type
of accident.  
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2. Evaluation Model methodology:

The interrelationship between all computer codes including a description of the input and output
should be specified for each type of safety analysis to be performed.  Report 108US-03510-
LS-001 provides reference to AECL reports 108-03500-AB-004 “Fuel and Fuel Channel Safety
Analysis Meteorology” and 10810-03500-AB-001 “ Large LOCA, Small LOCA and Single
Channel Events Thermal/hydraulics Analysis.” These reports appear to do a good job of
describing code interrelationships for the accidents described.  Similar documents should be
provided for the other transients and accidents to be included in the safety analysis of
ACR-700.

Noding diagrams and input options need to be specified and justified for LOCA and non-LOCA
transients and accidents.  For LOCA analysis, whether the best-estimate option or Appendix K
option as described in 10CFR50.46 should be specified.  How the requirements of either
approach meets the requirements of 10 CFR 50.46 should be provided.  For computer codes
such as CATHENA, WIMS, DRAGON and RFSP which have an array of options which are
available to the user, the options to be used should be identified and justified.  The noding and
input options should be based on those used in the code validations described in the code
assessment reports under Item #6.

3. Code Description Manuals

AECL has provided code description manuals for the codes that the staff requested to review
under Focus Topic #3.  These manuals (both thermal/hydraulic and neutronic) will need to be
updated or supplemented to describe the code versions to be used for the ACR-700 safety
analysis.

4. User Manuals and Guidelines

AECL has provided code user manuals and guidelines for the codes that the staff was
requested to review under Focus Topic #3.  This material (both thermal/hydraulic and neutronic)
will need to be updated or supplemented to describe the code versions to be used for the
ACR-700 safety analysis.

5. Scaling Reports

AECL will need to demonstrate that the experimental test facilities used to validate the
computer codes used for transient and accident analysis are adequately scaled to reproduce
the conditions that might occur in the ACR-700.  For example, the CATHENA validation
documents RC-2701 “CATHENA Mod-3.5/Rev. 0 Systems Thermal/Hydraulic Validation
Manual” and RC-2151-0 “CATHENA Mod-3.5c/Rev 0 Fuel-Channel Thermal-Mechanical Effects
Validation Manual” describe comparisons of predictions by the CATHENA code with data from
various test facilities.  Documentation that these facilities are adequately scaled to reproduce
the processes and phenomena that might occur during transients and accidents at ACR-700 is
not included in these reports nor are facility scaling evaluations provided in report
108US-03510-LS-001.
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Likewise, a similar line of logic should be applied in regard to the neutronic codes.  For
example, even though the ZED-2 critical experiments are only representative of a reactor core,
a scaling model will have to be developed by AECL and reviewed by the NRC staff for the
following:

(a) The scaling model should account for such physical differences between the ZED-2
experimental models (such as the vertical fuel assemblies in the ZED-2 core) versus the
horizontal design in the actual ACR-700.

(b) burn-up model effects, and any other approximation must be accounted for or a technical
basis provided in support of its use.

6. Assessment Reports

AECL has provided code assessment documents for the CATHENA code in RC-2701
“CATHENA Mod-3.5/Rev. 0 Systems Thermal/Hydraulic Validation Manual” and RC-2151-0
“CATHENA Mod-3.5c/Rev 0 Fuel-Channel Thermal-Mechanical Effects Validation Manual.” 
Validation needs to be extended to cover other processes and phenomena identified in the
PIRT for the postulated header stagnation break and for the additional PIRTs to be performed
for other types of transient and accident conditions to be analyzed for the ACR-700.  Adequate
scaling of the test facilities should be demonstrated under Item #5.  Validation performed on
earlier versions of the code should be demonstrated to be valid for the version of the code to be
used in the safety analysis of ACR-700.  The noding of the test facilities and the code options
selected for the validation exercises should be shown to be consistent with those used in the
plant analysis under Item #2.

7. Uncertainty Analysis Reports

Section 1.4 of report 108US-03510-LS-001 states that “The CANDU/ACR safety analysis codes
are best estimate codes. ” and that, “Occasionally, bounding correlations and analysis
assumptions are used to provide conservatism for predictions of key phenomena or provide an
uncertainty allowance to compensate for scarcity of confirmatory data.”  

For best estimate computer codes two types of uncertainty analysis might be performed.

1. For best estimate LOCA analysis, uncertainty analyses are performed to provide allowance
for the calculational uncertainty.

2. For bounding analyses the effect of the uncertainty in the input parameters on the
calculated result is investigated to ensure that conservative results are obtained.

No uncertainty analyses are described in report 108US-03510-LS-001.  AECL will need to
demonstrate that conservative results are obtained from the safety analysis codes (both
thermal/hydraulic and neutronic) used for analyze transients and accidents for the ACR-700.
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Quality Assurance:

Section 2 of DG-1120 discusses how transient and accident computer codes should be shown
to meet the quality assurance requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.  Section 1.2 of
report 108US-03510-LS-001 describes the AECL quality assurance program.  The report does
not address 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.  AECL must show that the applicable requirements of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B are met for the transient and accident computer codes (both
thermal/hydraulic and neutronic) used for the safety analysis of ACR-700. 

Conclusion:

There appear to be significant shortcomings between the information provided in report 108US-
03510-LS-001 and that which the NRC staff needs to approve the use of AECL transient and
accident computer code methodology for the safety analysis of the ACR-700.  The NRC staff
transmitted a list additional information needs for computer code methodology approval to the
AECL in May 2004.  AECL should consider the above comments in providing the requested
material.
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SCIENTECH, INC.
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Research Associate on Nuclear Energy
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Regulatory Affairs
FRAMATOME, ANP
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Mr. Tom Clements
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Director of Safety and Licensing
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited
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Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
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Mr. Ronald P. Vijuk
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AP1000 Project
Westinghouse Electric Company
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Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
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